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ABSTRACT
Swingle, Todd. Chroma: An original composition for violin, cello, vibraphone, and
interactive electronics. Published Doctor of Arts dissertation,
University of Northern Colorado, 2019.

Chroma is an original composition for violin, cello, vibraphone, and interactive
electronics that uses sound to create and control visual images. Using Max/MSP/Jitter,
Chroma tracks the pitch and amplitude of the live performers and uses the data to
construct a visual representation of the music that is projected onto a screen behind the
performers. The music utilizes the color associations of the composer to create a narrative
that exists both in sound and in the generated visual images. It explores links between
music and emotions and how those links can be portrayed through color and images.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Chroma is an original composition for violin, cello, vibraphone and interactive
electronics that explores the use of sound and light as a method of generating and
controlling digital images. By using photovoltaic sensors, the interactive programming of
Chroma detects changes in light entering through three different holes in a wooden
control box that is placed on stage and converts the values into visual elements displayed
on a screen.1 Similarly, each instrument is individually miked so that the interactive
programming can track the pitch and amplitude of the instruments separately and use
them as controlling parameters. The goal of this compositional design is to create a
composition that organically links sound with color and visual images in a live
environment. Every image in the piece is generated or manipulated by either light or
sound or both. I designed a system that would capture the subtle nuances of each live
performance and produce slightly different visuals each time with electronics that react to
the performers. This is contrary to the traditional paradigm of electronic music where
performers follow a fixed audio recording or video.
Chroma is primarily about the connection between sound and color and how they
can be used to communicate emotion. I have mostly used my own color associations in
choosing which colors to pair with individual sounds. In some cases, I have linked

1

Photovoltaic sensors generate a voltage proportional to the amount of light detected. This voltage is read
by the analog input on the Arduino Uno and converted into a digital signal which is sent to Max via the
serial port on the laptop.

2

specific pitches with specific colors, e.g., Eb equals red, C equals green, etc. Other times I
use my color associations to dictate the mood of the music. For instance, beginning at
measure 31 in the score, the color scheme shifts to focus on the color red, and the music
becomes much more aggressive. For the times when I am not using my personal hues, I
derive the colors through formulae that convert pitch or amplitude directly into RGB
color.2 These formulae are written so that the colors produced adhere to color schemes
that dictate the form of the piece. I also reverse this process to track RGB pixel values
and use them to control the parameters of electronically generated sounds. This paper will
discuss each of these techniques in greater detail and demonstrate how they are used to
support the narrative and structure of Chroma. In addition, it will also address Chroma’s
place in the existing literature.

2

RGB color is an additive color model in which red, green, and blue light are added together to produce an
array of colors.
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CHAPTER II
SYNOPSIS OF COMPOSITIONS LINKING
MUSIC AND COLOR
Early Correlations Between Pitch and Color
Combining music and color has a long history with many different methods
ranging from scientific formulae to personal perceptions. The first known artist in history
to study the relationship between sound and color was the painter Giuseppe Arcimboldo
(Milan 1527 – 1593).3 Arcimboldo used the Pythagorean harmonic proportions of tones
and semitones as his starting point, which he subsequently translated into corresponding
color values, using both his artistic instinct and a scientific method. He correlated the
relationships between notes to the brightness of colors, and by dividing the semitone from
the Pythagorean scale into two equal parts, preceding the tempered scale by 150 years.4
In 1646, the German Jesuit scholar Athanasius Kircher published his Ars magna
lucis et umbrae on the subject of displaying images on a screen. The work included
complex tables of analogies which associated musical notes, colors, intensities of light
and degrees of brightness in relation to each other.5 A few decades later, Isaac Newton
investigated the relationships between color and sound. He found a correlation between
the seven colors of the rainbow and the frequency of oscillation in the diatonic major

3

Marco Debiasi, “A Historical Perspective on the Relationship between Sound and Color,”
http://www.marcodebiasi.info/en/a-historical-perspective-on-the-relationship-between-sound-and-colour
(2013), accessed 11 November 2018.
4
Ibid.
5
Ibid.

4

scale. Newton wrote, “we can represent the Chords of the Key, Tone, Minor Third,
Fourth, Fifth, Major Sixth, Seventh and Eighth above that Key and, in the same time, the
intervals Mα, αγ, γε, εη, ηι, ιλ, and λG, will represent the spaces taken up by the
respective colors (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet)”.6
Newton’s ideas led others to create instruments that combined sound and color.
Several different instruments were made during the 18th and 19th centuries beginning with
the “Clavecin Oculaire” by Father Louis-Bertrand Castel (1688-1757), which attracted
the attention of the composers Telemann and Rousseau.7 By pressing a button on the
instrument, small panels appeared in a box above the clavichord showing pre-set colors
according to a correlation between the musical scale and the color spectrum.8 A candle
would shine through the panels to cast colored light across the room. However, the feeble
light from the candle was not powerful enough to produce an adequate projection of the
colors.
For some people, the correlation between sound and color is biological.
Synesthesia is the production of a sense impression relating to one part of the body by
stimulation of another sense or part of the body. One of the most common ways this
condition manifests is for people to associate colors with specific pitches. For instance,
one might hear the note C4 and immediately think of the color red. The color associations
for synesthetes are arbitrary and personal. Two synesthetes might hear the same pitch and
associate it with completely different colors. Artists were very interested in synesthesia in

6

Ibid.
Faubion Bowers, preface to Alexander Scriabin, Poem of Ecstasy and Prometheus: Poem of Fire (New
York: Dover,
1995), 115.
8
Debiasi.
7
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the first half of the twentieth century and it was embraced fully by the painter Wassily
Kandinsky.9 Kandinsky believed that art had the power to create a “spiritual atmosphere”
and when asked the question: “How does the spirit manifest itself?” his simple answer
was: “By sound.”10 He sought to project sound from his paintings and from 1909 to 1944
he developed an elaborate and sustained account of principles to do so.11
Compositions Using Light/Color
While Kandinsky was combining sound and colors in visual art, some composers
with synesthesia attempted to bring their color associations into music. One of these
composers was Alexander Scriabin. In 1910, Scriabin finished his fifth symphony,
Prometheus: The Poem of Fire, Op. 60. The score calls for a tastiera per luce, or
keyboard for light. Alexander Mozer, a Russian physicist, built the instrument
specifically for Scriabin. It was a set of electrical switches mapped to a keyboard that
would project a specific color when a key was depressed.12 Scriabin’s idea was to bathe
the audience in colored light; however, the reality of the instrument was more akin to
feeble lights displayed on a white screen above the audience. It wasn’t until well after
Scriabin’s death that technology allowed his vision to become a reality. In 1967, the
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra performed Prometheus with a light modulating device
created by film producer Alex Ushakoff. This device responded to both frequency and
intensity of the orchestra as it translated sound into Lissajous figures.13 In addition,

9
Jerome Ashmore, “Sound in Kandinsky’s painting,” The journal of aesthetics and art criticism 35(3),
(Spring 1977), 333.
10
Ibid., 329
11
Ibid., 330
12
Bowers, 114
13
Lissajous figures are the lines seen on the visual display of an oscilloscope. They represent the phase
relationship of two inputs.
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twenty-eight modified projection units and an electronic “light organ” were integrated
with the light modulator to comprise a modern color organ.14
Scriabin’s color organ part was not written as a direct correlation of his
synesthesia to the music. Instead he wrote the part as a counterpoint to the music. The
two lines on a single staff are not meant to sound, but rather indicate a color and a
feeling. Scriabin’s color associations are found in Table 1. The two color organ lines
interact with the orchestra by sometimes linking with the root of the harmony, while
other times taking on a more independent role akin to melody.
Table 1: Color associations of Alexander Scriabin
C

Red (Intense)

Will (Human)

C#/Db

Violet or Purple

Will (of the Creative Spirit)

D

Yellow

Joy

Eb

Flesh (Glint of Steel)

Humanity

E

Sky Blue (Moonshine or Frost)

Dreams

F

Deep Red

Diversification of Will

F#/Gb

Bright Blue or Violet

Creativity

G

Orange

Creative Play

Ab

Violet or Lilac

Movement of Spirit into Matter

A

Green

Matter

Bb

Rose (or Steel)

Lust or Passion

B/Cb

Blue (or Pearly Blue)

Contemplation

Prometheus was a large leap forward in the association of color and music and
was the inspiration for this project. Scriabin couldn’t achieve the vision he had for

14

Ibid., 115
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Prometheus because of the limits of technology, but composers such as Daphne Oram
continued to invent technology that linked music to visuals in new ways.
Oram developed an instrument called the Oramics machine that optically scanned
hand-drawn images on loops of clear 35mm film. The images drawn on the film
modulated light shining through it and transformed the images into voltages using
photocells.15 The voltages controlled amplitude, vibrato, duration and other parameters of
oscillators to create the music. As the technology of the 21st century continues to
advance, composers have even more ways to combine colors with music.
Twenty-First Century Visual Music
Visual music has become an umbrella-term for works where non-narrative visuals
are combined with electroacoustic sounds.16 Works such as Joseph Hyde’s Vanishing
Point (2010), Steve Bird’s Time and Tide (2008) and Nick Cope and Tim Howle’s In
Girum (2007) are examples of visual music. These pieces combine electroacoustic music
with images or video that have been computer generated, digitally captured, or both. The
end result is a piece of fixed electronic media that is the same with every performance.
This style of composition is one of the most common ways of combining visuals with
music. One limitation of this style is that the sound and visuals are not organically linked.
For Chroma, one of my goals was to create visuals that were directly generated by live
sounds and also the reverse, where sounds are generated by visuals. I was interested in
creating a system that would organically link the two media and make them dependent on
each other. Instead of creating video and sounds separately and syncing them in a

15

Thom Holmes, Electronic and Experimental Music (New York: Routledge, 2016), 87.
Diego Garro, “From sonic art to visual music: Divergences, convergences, intersections,” Organized
sound: an international journal of music technology Vol 17:2 (2012), 103.
16
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meaningful way, I wanted a system where the sound and visuals are created as a
simultaneity.
Joseph Hyde creates sound from video in his live audiovisual set subliminalTV by
using the low-tech solution of plugging the video output into the audio input.17 This
doesn’t create sound by itself, but if mixed with another audio signal, the interference
creates interesting sounds that are directly tied to the video. Hyde mixes this with what he
describes as “rather filthy bass” and the result is a video that “punches holes in the
audio.”18 While subliminalTV achieves the goal of generating sound from video, it
notably lacks any interaction with a live performer, which was another one of my goals
for Chroma.
Nisa Karnsomport and Ellen Phan are artists in Los Angeles that use live
manipulation of both audio and visuals in their performances. Phan uses SuperCollider to
generate audio and Ableton to further manipulate it in a live performance.19 20 21 She uses
a range of sound sources including field recordings and a device called a GSR, which
measures skin conductivity. Karnsomport overlaps digital video with analog video using
a modular video synthesizer and different components from various computer programs
in her performances.22 Together, Phan and Karnsomport manipulate their respective

17

Joseph Hyde, “subliminalTV on Vimeo,” https://vimeo.com/channels/subliminaltv (2008) accessed 25
July 2019.
18
Ibid.
19
Christopher Reid Martin, “An Interview with Nisa Karnsomport and Ellen Phan,”
https://cycling74.com/articles/an-interview-with-nisa-karnsomport-and-ellenphan?utm_source=Max+Friends+List&utm_campaign=e61814b988EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_07_23_03_51&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_6c6d94f223-e61814b98867143189&mc_cid=e61814b988&mc_eid=[UNIQID] (2019), accessed 29 August 2019.
20
SuperCollider is a program for audio synthesis and algorithmic composition developed by James
McCartney and originally released in 1996.
21
Ableton is a software music sequencer and digital audio workstation designed to be an instrument for live
performances as well as a tool for composing.
22
Ibid.
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media in real time, reacting to each other, and producing a unified work of art. Their
performances have elements of self-generative material, but each performer manually
guides their respective medium. For instance, Karnsomport often begins a piece by
mapping the audio signal to a pre-established video parameter. As the sound develops,
she will manually trigger other pre-established video parameters to develop the visual
images in a particular direction.
The transdisciplinary artists NoiseFold utilize a process called data sonification to
create noise music. This process analyzes data and transforms it into an audio signal
and/or visual image. In their composition Emanations (2012), the visual data of “fluid
deformations of virtual objects to archetypal landscapes” is sonified into electronic
sounds and accompanied by cellist Frances-Marie Uitti23. However, in Emanations, the
cello is an accompanying instrument rather than a controlling one as it is in Chroma. The
electronic sounds in Emanations are interactive with the images, but the acoustic sound
from the cello has no direct effect on the images or electronic sounds.
Roger Dannenberg wrote about his desire to compose music where “images are
not an interpretation or accompaniment to audio but rather an integral part of the music
and the listener/viewer experience.”24 In his work Uncertainty Principle (2000),
animations are generated as a response to live performers. Similarly, in his work The
Watercourse Way (2003) a pool of water is captured by video camera and controls
evolving audio spectra.

23

Noisefold, “NoiseFold-Performance,” http://noisefold.com/performance (2013), accessed 5 February
2019.
24
Roger Dannenberg, “Interactive visual music: A personal perspective,” Computer Music Journal
(January 2005), 25.
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Much of the technology I have encountered that correlates music to visual colors
is written by programmers instead of composers and lacks an artistic quality. People have
written programs or created devices that connect color and sound, but as computer
programmers they are more interested in the programming and proof of concept than
using the software to create art. To create music, artistic intervention is required. This is
the void that my research fills. The program for Chroma does not just map color to
sounds, it combines color and sound through the direction of a composer to create
original music.
The other void I perceive in this genre is the lack of live performers. Images or
colors are often synced with music, but these performances typically are set to
prerecorded music, which lacks the energy and entropy that come with live players. Only
a handful of composers combine live performers with real-time produced images. At
present, even fewer use the sounds from live performers as controlling forces for those
visual images. By incorporating live performers that can control the images directly and
by also using the reverse process of light and images as controlling forces for sound,
Chroma is distinct from the other pieces in this genre.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Hardware
Chroma requires specific hardware to be performed, some of which is custom
made. The exact brands and models of the equipment are not required to perform the
piece, but below is a list of hardware I use in performance with their essential features for
my composition.
Microphones
The sounds of the violin, cello, and vibraphone are not designed to be amplified
through a sound system.25 The incoming signals from the microphones are used to control
the visuals and are never routed out to the speakers. The quality of the sound from the
microphones on these instruments is not as important as the microphone’s ability to pick
up an even signal and capture every sound the instrument makes. The evenness of the
incoming signal is important for stable control of the visual parameters. For this reason, I
have opted for piezo microphones on the violin and cello and a condenser microphone for
the vibraphone.26 Piezo microphones won’t vary in signal if the player moves while
playing like a traditional microphone mounted on a stand would. Expressive players tend
to move with the music, and the varying distance between the instrument and microphone

25
The acoustic sound of the instruments is preferred, although if the performance space requires it the
signals could be routed to speakers as long as it doesn’t compromise the signals controlling the visual
images. Higher quality gear than what is listed here may be required to achieve this.
26
Piezo microphones, also called contact microphones, are a type of microphone that sense audio
vibrations from direct contact with the source.
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can create instability in the signal. Piezo microphones also eliminate the problem of the
bleed over of sound into other microphones and ensure a clear division of signal. This is
important when the instruments are assigned different tasks in generating the visual
images. Higher quality condenser or dynamic microphones may solve some of these
problems, but with a limited budget, the piezo microphones provided the best
performance for the money.
The vibraphone does not have the same issues of the stringed instruments because
it does not move while it is being played, but bleed over can be an issue if the
microphone’s field is not focused enough. After testing several condenser microphones, I
concluded that the AKG P170 condenser microphone would be best suited for the
composition. It provides a steady signal and is responsive enough to pick up delicate
high-end sounds from the bowed vibraphone, and it is robust enough to handle loud
attacks when the vibraphone is struck by a mallet. Below are the microphones I used for
the premiere performance:
•

Violin – Headway: The Band Violin Pickup System

•

Cello – Dean Markley: Artist Transducer Acoustic Pickup

•

Vibraphone – AKG: P170 Condenser Microphone

13

“Magic” Box/Arduino
The “magic” box is a custom-made wooden box, which is divided into four
different compartments. A central compartment houses an Arduino Uno27 and a
breadboard containing circuits for three photovoltaic sensors. Each of these sensors is
mounted in a hole in one of the central compartment’s walls so that the detector end of
the photovoltaic sensor is inside one of the three other compartments. Holes in the
outside of the box allow the performers to shine flashlights into each compartment where
the photovoltaic sensors will detect the light levels and send corresponding voltages to
the analog inputs of the Arduino Uno. The size of these holes does not need to be precise,
but they should be small enough that light from the room is not directly shining on the
photovoltaic sensors and large enough that a flashlight could be quickly rested on a
surface in front of the hole and shined directly on the sensor. The box I made is
20”x14”x9” and the holes are 4”x4” (Ex. 1). The photovoltaic sensors are mounted
between two and three inches from the bottom of the box.

27

An Arduino Uno is a small computer roughly the size of a deck of cards. Using a small amount of code,
it can convert voltage information from electrical circuits into digital information and communicate that
information with a computer.
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Ex. 1: Wooden “magic” box containing Arduino Uno and photovoltaic sensors (top view
with lid removed)
The Arduino Uno is connected to the laptop by USB. It uses this connection to
send data back and forth via a serial port as well as power the unit. The photovoltaic
sensors receive power from the 5V output on the Arduino Uno and report changes of
light values in the form of voltage back to the corresponding analog inputs on the
Arduino Uno (A1, A2, or A3). By continuously running the following code, the Arduino
Uno will convert the voltage levels from the photovoltaic sensors into numeric values
that are sent to the laptop through the serial USB connection.
int sensorValue1;
int sensorValue2;
int sensorValue3;
const int ledPin = 13;
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
}

15

void loop() {
sensorValue1 = analogRead(A3);
sensorValue2 = analogRead(A1);
sensorValue3 = analogRead(A2);
Serial.print(sensorValue1);
Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print(sensorValue2);
Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print(sensorValue3);
Serial.println();
delay(10);
}

Ex. 2: Close-up view of ArduinoUno and wiring
Laptop
The laptop is the hub that controls the electronics and runs the software. USB
ports are required to connect the audio interface, the “magic” box, and a webcam. Due to
the video and sound processing required for Chroma, the laptop must have a relatively

16

robust CPU and GPU to avoid lag or jitteriness in the on-screen images. The laptop used
for the premiere performance is a modified Lenovo Legion Y520 with an Intel Core i7 –
7700HQ CPU @ 2.8GHz, 32 GB RAM, and a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050Ti GPU. A
video out, such as an HDMI port, is required along with the Max/MSP/Jitter software.28
Audio Interface
To perform Chroma, the laptop must be able to process the audio from three
different input sources. I have chosen to do this through an external audio interface,
specifically the Behringer U-PHORIA UMC404HD 4-channel audio interface. Other
audio interfaces may be used as long as they have at least three input channels and can
output stereo sound.
Max Patch
The Max patch for Chroma is the central brain of the composition. It is what turns
the signals from the photovoltaic sensors and the microphones into control parameters for
the visual images. The different components of the patch are triggered sequentially
through twenty-nine cues indicated in the score. The cues are triggered by a performer
through a user interface in the patch. The performer in charge of the electronics may
progress the patch forward by clicking a button or pressing the space bar. This section
will discuss how the patch functions at each of these cues in detail. The full code can be
found in the appendix.

28

Max/MSP/Jitter (often referred to as just Max) is a visual programming language for the specialized
needs of artists, educators, and researchers working with audio, visual media, and physical computing.
Users write a program, called a patch, by stringing together programming objects into an algorithm that
achieves the desired goal. The program is divided into three main components, Max (physical computing
and MIDI), MSP (audio processing), and Jitter (video processing).
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0. Starting position. Opening the patch sets the default parameters for all the
objects. Pressing the reset button will also return all of the parameters to their
starting values. This is used to reset the electronics during rehearsal without
having to close the patch. Opening values establish a 3D animated space
rendered using the API (Application Programing Interface) OpenGL. This
digital environment is opened in a separate window, which is displayed on a
screen to be seen by the audience. The environment contains a sphere, two
planes, and a camera, which provides the point of view. Illuminating the
digital space are eight virtual lights that are placed throughout the 3D
environment and directed toward the sphere. The starting position has the
camera zoomed in tight to the sphere to give the effect of a blank screen with
the first plane positioned vertically behind the sphere to create a backdrop
once the piece begins. A second plane is positioned out of view and will be
used later in the composition. Communications are established between the
virtual objects and the ones in the real world including a serial connection
with the ArduinoUno on port 9600 that parses incoming information into
numeric values corresponding to the light received by the left, right, and
center photovoltaic sensors mounted in the box. Likewise, the microphones
and speakers are enabled at this stage with the violin assigned to channel 1,
the cello assigned to channel 2, and the vibraphone assigned to channel 3.
1. Zoom Out. This cue in the score begins the piece and starts the timer. The
camera, which was previously zoomed in on the sphere, will slowly pull back
over the course of twenty seconds. As the sphere takes shape in the frame, it

18

gradually shifts color from white to black. The pulsing of a low drone fades in
with the camera’s zoom out. The amplitude of the drone controls the lighting
values of the plane serving as a backdrop as it rotates through the three color
planes of red, green, and blue.
2. Open FM. A series of computer-generated sounds created through frequency
modulation occur successively. The pitch and amplitude of these sounds are
directly connected to virtual lights pointed at the sphere. The signal from the
modulated oscillators is converted into RGB values, which is read by the
lights and projected as colors onto the sphere.
3. FM off. The connections opened in the previous cue are closed.
4. Box lights. The red, green, and blue lights and their corresponding oscillators
are set to be controlled by the photovoltaic sensors in the “magic” box.
5. Box response. A sequence of linear ramps that controls the gain sliders for the
oscillators begins. The signal output from the oscillators also controls the red,
green, and blue lights shining on the sphere. The texture of the sphere is
changed from blank to the input of the webcam.
6. Box lights. See cue 4. New pitches are assigned to the oscillators and the
sphere texture is returned to blank.
7. Box response. See cue 5.
8. Box lights. See cue 6.
9. Box response. See cue 5. At the end of the sequence of linear ramps, an audio
file of piano strings struck with the palm of a hand is triggered and processed
through a reverb generator creating a low rumbling sound.
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10. Blue light. Enables the control of the blue light by the left photovoltaic sensor
in the “magic” box.
11. Blue instruments. Closes the connection of the blue light to the “magic” box
and freezes the value for the duration of the blue section. It also enables the
lights to be controlled by the signals received from the microphones, each
analyzed by the pitch tracking aspect of the programming object retune~ and
routed to trigger a specific message box based on the pitch detected. When a
message box is triggered, it sends a message to one of the lights to display a
specific color. The colors for this section heavily favor the blue spectrum.
12-21. BFM1-8. These cues trigger computer-generated sounds created through
frequency modulation. The pitch and amplitude of these sounds are directly
connected to virtual lights pointed at the sphere. The signal from the
modulated oscillators is converted into RGB values which is read by the lights
and projected as colors onto the sphere.
22. Draw. The second plane comes forward to fill the entire screen, the
background color is set to red and the instruments are set to draw on the
screen using sound. The signal from each instrument is individually run
through retune~ that tracks the pitch and outputs it in hertz. That number is
routed to four different objects that each perform a different simple
mathematical function to create four distinct numbers. These numbers are
used as the coordinates to draw geometric shapes on the screen. As the pitch
changes, so does the position of the objects. The screen is periodically cleared
to avoid clutter.
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23. Violin Background. The background color is tied to the violin’s pitch. All the
functions in cue 22 remain active.
24. Aurora Swells. The drawing functions end and the texture of the second plane
changes to a looping video of the Aurora Borealis. A drone begins that is
directly controlled by the image on the screen. The program tracks the color
values of a pixel in the center of the screen and as the color changes, the
tracked values control the sound. The red and blue values control the pitch of
the drone and the green value controls feedback output. Three swells of
colored lights illuminate the image and serve as a transition to the next
section. After the swells have finished, the box lights are automatically
engaged so the light performer can control the lights and begin the next
section.
25. Instrument lights. Lights are controlled by the combined pitch and amplitude
of the instruments. Each instrument controls one color band. The cello
controls the color red, the violin controls the color green, and the vibraphone
controls the color blue. When more than one instrument plays simultaneously,
the colors mix to create a new one (e.g. red and blue make purple).
26. Bells. Playback of six copies of a recording of a bell begin, each played at a
different speed. Each recording is linked to a light that is controlled via the
recording’s amplitude. A timer is activated and displayed on the user interface
labeled bell timer. When the timer reaches two minutes, it triggers a sound
recording of a piano (depicted in the score as a cue labeled “piano hit” in
measure 138) and fades out the bell sounds. The second plane moves away
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from the camera, through the sphere and comes to a rest as a backdrop. The
sphere texture is changed to the input from the webcam and the camera starts
a slow rotation. The large sphere retreats behind the plane and four smaller
spheres come to the foreground.
27. Yellow. The recording of the bell sounds stops and the link to the lights is
closed. The lights switch to being controlled by pitch of the instruments, with
each instrument controlling a different light. The light displayed is shades of
the yellow spectrum.
28. Draw. This cue functions similar to cue 22, but in the new context of a
rotating plane as a background to the spheres.
29. Disco. Random colored lights flash quickly on the spheres. The camera and
the planes move until the first plane comes to the foreground just behind the
spheres. The first plane’s texture is set to the webcam input and its color is
controlled by the amplitude and pitch of the instruments.
30. End. The flashing lights stop and hold on a single color. After four seconds all
the lights turn off and the spheres turn black, which results in a black screen.
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CHAPTER IV
THE SCORE
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CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
Musical Analysis
At the heart of Chroma is an exploration of my personal color associations. I am
not a true synesthete like Alexander Scriabin or Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, but like many
people I sometimes equate colors with emotions. For instance, I often associate certain
shades of red with aggression and bright yellows with a sense of peaceful joy. Not all
colors have a clear emotion linked to them and some colors elicit multiple associations.
Some emotive responses to color change day to day based on various physiological and
mental states. But I found that if I linked several of the colors with the strongest and most
consistent associations together, I could create an emotional narrative. This became the
basis for the form of Chroma and the foundation of the musical narrative.
Chroma is divided into six sections: introduction, blue, red, green, yellow,
closing. Each section has a specific color that is the most prominent in the visualizations
during that section. The color defines the mood of each section based on my personal
color associations. The introduction and closing sections are the only ones not based on a
single color. The introduction uses pure forms of blue, red, green, and eventually yellow
to foreshadow the sections to come, and the closing section uses the full rainbow in a
symbol of unity and resolution.
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Table 2: Form of Chroma
| Introduction |

Blue

|

Red

|

Green

|

Yellow

|

Closing

|

| Sections A-H | mm. 1-30 | mm. 31-100 | mm. 101-145 | mm. 146-199 | mm. 200-205 |

The introduction of Chroma is designed to be free-form and improvisatory. It
introduces many of the thematic connections that are central to the piece and that appear
throughout. First, a connection is established between electronically produced sound and
color. The piece begins with the camera zoomed in on a computer-generated sphere so
tightly that the screen is entirely grey, and the sphere is not immediately perceivable. But
when the first cue is triggered, signaling the start of the piece, the camera retreats and the
field of grey reveals itself to be the face of the sphere. When the camera gets far enough
away, the background behind the sphere is revealed. The background consists of slowly
pulsing colors directly linked to the amplitude of a low, pulsing, electronically produced
drone sound. As the drone rises and falls in volume, the color of the background does the
same, fading from black to red, blue, or green, and then back to black. In section B, the
connection is reinforced as frequency modulated sounds produce colors on the sphere.
This connection between electronically produced sound and color appears throughout the
piece and is especially prominent in the bell section cued at measure 136.
The next thematic connection introduced is between the physical world and the
digital world. This connection is explored in several different ways, but the first occurs in
section C when the light performer enters the stage carrying a flashlight. As the
performer shines the flashlight into the holes on the “magic” box, a digital colored light
shines on the sphere on the screen. Shining into the left hole produces a blue light, the
center hole produces a red light, and the right hole produces a green light. Each colored
light is accompanied by an electronically produced sound with a different pitch for each
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color. The first pitch collection is Db6 (blue), Eb5 (red), C6 (green). This is the first time
in the piece that pitch is directly associated with a color. The colors red, green, and blue
were chosen because they are the three base colors used in the RGB format of digital
color. When the light player shines the flashlight into the holes in a specific order (left,
center, right) it triggers the box to respond with the first motive of the piece (section D).
This motive acts to solidify the connection between pitch, color, electronically produced
sound, and the physical world. It appears at sections D, F, and H as a response to the light
performer’s manipulations of the box. The pitch-to-color correlation here is a product of
context rather than a direct frequency to color relationship. The blue color (Db) functions
as the point of origin and stasis. Red introduces a source of tension and motion which is
represented musically by the dissonant interval of a descending minor seventh to Eb. The
green (C) represents calm and resolution and is paired musically with the consonant
interval of an ascending sixth from Eb to C. The overall gesture functions as an
embellished descending minor second (the opening Db to the ending C) and is repeated
several times throughout the introduction to establish C as a central note and more
importantly establish the functions of the colors.
The start of the blue section at m. 1 introduces the next thematic connection of the
piece, a connection between acoustic sound and color. For the blue section, the
connection is specifically between the pitch of the acoustic instruments and colors of the
blue spectrum. Each instrument controls a different virtual light that changes color based
on the pitch played. For example, when the vibraphone plays the Db at m. 1, the pitch
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recognition object triggers the signal {.1, .2, .46, 1}29 to be sent to the light it controls and
a deep blue is shined onto the sphere. The color mapping is consistent across all three
instruments for the duration of the blue section.
For me, the color blue often brings up associations of placid tranquility, but also
angular sharpness. I have a memory of a day in January in Wisconsin where a morning
fog had frozen into a layer of jagged ice crystals on every surface. The early morning
light shining through the dense fog cast a pale blue light across the still landscape, and
everything sparkled. I attempted to capture this mood in the music beginning at measure
1. The vibraphone’s metallic timbre rings in long sustained tones at an andante tempo
with occasional quick changes of direction and large leaps in a juxtaposition of the two
major associations I have with this color. By m. 8, the role of sharpness begins to transfer
to the violin with short bursts of pizzicato; by m. 15, the transition is completed, and the
two instruments maintain their respective roles of tranquility (vibes) and sharpness
(violin) for the remainder of the section.
In sharp contrast to the tranquility of the previous section, the red section is
explosive and angular. It begins at m. 31 and is inspired by the Webern string quartets,
particularly the first movement of op. 5. In op. 5, Webern changes musical colors
instantly with no transition. I was particularly drawn to the sound of tremolo sul
ponticello after an accented double stop, and this became a prominent gesture in this
section of Chroma. The energy of the piece is tense and explosive, constantly switching

29

{.1, .2, .46, 1} is a color code in RGBA format. Each number represents a color value from 0 to 1 with
the first number being red, the second green, and the third blue. A higher value means there is more of that
color in the final mixture. The fourth value is the alpha.
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between fortissimo and pianissimo, and arco and pizzicato, keeping the listener on edge.
This is the mood I tried to capture in the red section.
Red represents danger and aggression and is the first real tension in the piece. The
dissonant intervals, quick staccato passages, angular leaps, and tremolo sul ponticello all
contribute to the frenetic feel of the music. The jaggedness from the blue section is
expounded upon in the red section and becomes the focal point of the musical mood
instead of an interrupting gesture. In mm. 16-23, the violin plays pizzicato sixteenth note
gestures that are juxtaposed against sustained tones in the vibraphone (Example 3).
Beginning in m. 31, this gesture becomes prominent in all three instruments and a core
motif of the red section (Example 4).

Ex. 3: Chroma mm. 16-21, sixteenth note gestures in violin
To visually represent the aggression of the music, the sphere that has been present
on the screen through the introduction and blue section disappears and is replaced with a
field of red. This change is synced with the moving of the flashlight from the left hole to
the center hole at m. 31 and signals the end of the blue section and the start of the red
section. The electronics sever the link between the instruments, and the virtual lights
create a new link between the instruments’ pitch and coordinates on the screen. Using
this link, the instruments directly draw geometric shapes on the screen. The result is a
jumble of lines, triangles and circles that create complex patterns on the screen and
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underpins the chaos in the music. Large leaps and fast tremolo passages keep the visual
images in constant flux. In m. 43, electronic cue 23 links the pitch of the violin to the
background color (Example 4). Whenever the program senses a break in the signal from
the violin, it reads the last pitch it received and projects the color that is associated with
that pitch. This cue corresponds to a change in texture in the music as the strings have a
prolonged section of pizzicato in contrast to the rapid alternating arco/pizz textures of
mm. 31-42.
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Ex. 4: Chroma mm. 43-49, sixteenth note gesture in all three instruments and cue 23 that
gives control of the background color to the violin
The background colors connected to the violin’s pitch are still in the red color
range, but they are different shades, which are softer than the initial bright red of the
section. The music reflects this softening and moves away from the disjointed rhythms by
m. 62, while maintaining an aggressive drive through sixteenth note rhythms and an
ostinato in the vibraphone.
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The red section ends in m. 99 after several phrases of increasing tension through
rising gestures and fast chromatic sixteenth notes in the strings, reaching a breaking point
on beat 4 of m. 99. An explosion erupts from the speakers (generated by a pre-recorded,
electronically processed sound of my palm striking the strings inside a piano), and the
connection between the instruments and the drawing function is severed. This causes the
visuals to switch to a video of the Aurora Borealis accompanied by an ethereal drone.
This drone is produced by reversing the previously established connection of electronic
sounds generating visual images so that now the images control the sounds. The program
tracks the color values of the central pixel of the video in RGB format and uses those
values to produce and control the drone. Red and green values each control the pitch of a
different oscillator, and the blue value controls the feedback level of the comb filter
(Example 5). This creates the foundation of sound for the green section beginning on m.
104.
Green is a color that has multiple associations, but the one I felt best fit the
narrative of the piece is a sense of another world. For this reason, the video of the aurora
and green are the perfect match. Measure 104 reestablishes the link between the
instruments and the virtual lights. However, this time amplitude is combined with pitch
as a controlling factor to soften the entrances and exits of the colored lights through
crescendos and decrescendos. Each instrument controls a different colored light, which
when shined on the video that has a base color of green, changes the hue based on pitch
and amplitude. The music of the green section is in stark contrast to the previous section.
Whereas the red section was fast, aggressive, and full of sharp gestures, the green section
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is almost entirely long, sustained notes. Paired with the drone and video, it gives a sense
of looking to the sky and pondering the big unanswered questions of life.

Ex. 5: Using the color values of the video to produce a drone
Measure 136 begins the transition out of the green section with an electronic
interlude. Six copies of a recording of prayer bells are played simultaneously at different
speeds and linked to the virtual lights. I view this interlude as the response to the
questions posed in the green section. The bell sounds are comforting and promote a
feeling of inner peace, washing away the tension and uncertainties of the previous
sections and leading towards the yellow section.
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The yellow section, beginning at m. 145, embodies the feelings of joy, hope and
contentment. Light from the box illuminates the background to reveal the aurora and the
sphere on the screen splits into four smaller spheres. Virtual lights are once again
connected to the pitch of the instruments like in the blue section, but this time the lights
use a yellow palette. E Dorian, the prominent pitch collection of this section, provides a
more consonant sound than the dissonant pitch collections of earlier sections. A lyrical
melody is passed between the instruments and goes through a number of transformations
until mm. 176-182. These measures begin building the tension for the final push towards
the climax with the use of sforzandos, large leaps, and dissonant double stops in the
strings. In m. 183, the tempo increases slightly, and the music pushes forward towards the
inevitable climax. A thicker texture with the use of double stops in the strings gives
weight and significance to the music. The vibraphone supports the texture with a
pointillistic counterpoint that drives the sustained notes in the strings forward.
In addition to controlling the lights, beginning in m. 183 instrumental pitch is also
used to draw on a rotating plane behind the spheres. Moving forward, the plane passes
through the spheres until it encompasses the entire screen. The draw function was first
used in the red section where the music was full of short bursts of sound that resulted in a
fair amount of space between gestures for the images to clear the screen. In contrast, the
sustained nature of the music at m. 183 translates to longer sections of continuous sound,
and therefore the images do not clear themselves as often. The result is a denser, layered
image on the screen that keeps drawing over itself and increasing in complexity as the
music builds to the climax in m. 199.
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The final six measures serve as a coda for the piece. After the big cathartic
climax, all the energy is spent, and the music lazily makes its way to a close. No longer
constrained to a single color palette, a rainbow of colors fills the screen until the final
note of the piece signals the end, and the background goes black. The spheres linger for a
few seconds before blinking out, plunging everything into darkness.
Conclusions
Chroma accomplishes the goal of using music generated by live musicians to
generate visual images in an artistic way. It goes beyond simple formulas that change
light frequencies into sound frequencies or colored lights synced to music and creates an
environment where the electronics react to the performers in real time. It uses the sounds
to directly generate or control the visual images through pitch, amplitude, and timbre in
the context of a composed piece of music and links the colors and generated images
directly to the tone of the music as seen through the eyes of the composer. This, along
with the immediacy of live performance, is what makes Chroma unique. Not only does it
utilize hard links between sound and color in a direct and generative way, it is also
composed and performed by humans who shape those connections into art.
The principles demonstrated in Chroma may be applied to other forms of
creation. For instance, the concept of live production of images from sound could be
realized in an installation that allows users to make their own sounds to generate images
on a screen or use pixel tracking on a live camera to generate music. An installation
would allow improvisation to produce results that may not have otherwise occurred.
One aspect of Chroma that I intend to explore further is the “magic box.” The
“magic box” is my first attempt at creating a controller that utilizes a mechanism other
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than physical contact. Chroma uses the box as a physical presence and focal point for the
piece, but the way the box is used as a controlling device is somewhat limited.
Throughout the piece, a performer shines a flashlight into one of the holes and a
corresponding light shines on the screen, sometimes accompanied by a computergenerated sound. It works well in the context of Chroma, but the box has potential to do
much more as a controlling device for electronic music. Each of the light sensors can be
mapped to pitch, amplitude, buttons, or control knobs to work in a similar way as a MIDI
controller. In future projects, I intend to explore some of these possibilities and possibly
compose a piece that is entirely controlled by the box.
In the initial stages of composing Chroma, I experimented with motion capture
devices as a way of generating and controlling sound. It proved to be out of the scope of
Chroma and had to be shelved, but I continue to be fascinated by the concept of everyday
objects and activities being used as generative material for music. In Chroma this
material is light and color. Future projects may utilize other potential controlling factors
such as movement, shapes, or geographic location to generate music. Like in Chroma, I
will continue to explore electronic music that interacts with the performer organically.
Interactive electronic music is an underutilized genre with a wealth of possibilities
waiting to be explored. Chroma’s focus on the connection between music and color is
only one way that this technology can be utilized.
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APPENDIX
THE CODE
The Arduino Code
int sensorValue1;
int sensorValue2;
int sensorValue3;
const int ledPin = 13;
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
}
void loop() {
sensorValue1 = analogRead(A3);
sensorValue2 = analogRead(A1);
sensorValue3 = analogRead(A2);
Serial.print(sensorValue1);
Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print(sensorValue2);
Serial.print(" ");
Serial.print(sensorValue3);
Serial.println();
delay(10);
}

The Max Patch
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